
Fitting Instructions For Pasture Mat 

Step 1:  Preparation 

Tools needed for installation: 

- SDS drill (bits 6mm)   
- Hammer 
- Rachet’s & straps   
- Stanley knife 
- Tape measure    
- Builders line or chalk line  
- Marker Pen 

 

Read These Instructions Carefully Before You Start Installing 

Important 

When Installation Is Complete, The Coated Side Of The Top Cover 
Must Be Uppermost 

Each roll of topcover has the length written on it, use the right roll for each length. 

1. Make sure that the surface of the cubicle is dry and clean 
2. Before you start ensure that you have everything you need to complete the job. 

TIP:  When rolling out the top cover ensure that there are no sharp or hot items on the 
ground under it as this may cause damage.  Do not set the drill on the cover as often the bit 
is hot from drilling many holes. 

Step 2: Setting Out  

1. Set All of the under mattresses into place 
2. Roll out top cover coated side down 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 3: Marking Out 

1. Mark a straight line 11.5cm (4.5 inches) from the heel stone, use builder’s line or 
chalk line. 

 
2. Mark floor with marker if you do not have a chalk line. 

 
3. Pull the topcover onto the heel stone or kerb, so that it lines up with the line.  Drill 

and tack in place using fixings.   

 
 



4. Place plastic fixing strip on top, drill and secure every 30cm (12 inches) approx. using 
the fixings provided.  

 

Step 4: Laying The Mattress 

1. Lay mattresses out, covering the fixing strip, and tuck the labels in at the front. 
2. Lay any additional layer like Premium Pad on top of the under mattresses. 

        

 

 

 

 

 



Step 5: Turning The Top Cover. 

1. Cut nicks in the topcover and Pull over by hand. 

     

     

2. Attach load strap with rachet handle every 3m or 10ft and tension  

    

 

 



 

Check Dimensions 

 

Important When Using 30mm Pad or More. 

Note: With deeper Premium Pad i.e. 30mm or 40mm the Pillow is best when raised by 5cm 
(2inches) this can be done by fixing treated timber at the front of the mattress and then 
fixing the top cover and Poly Pillow to the timber.  This timber in the UK is generally 2 pieces 
of 6inch x 2inch or one piece of 12 inch x 2 inch.  *Timber is to be Farmer supplied. 

     

   



 

Step 6:  Fixing the front 

1. Only do this once you are certain that the top cover is adequately tensioned. 

2. This can be fixed either with the same plastic strip as at the rear or by using Poly 

Pillow.  

3. Again this must be done in a straight line.  So layout the Plastic strips or Poly Pillow 

fixing the ends first and then filling in the fixings in between 30cm or 12inches apart. 

We are going to use the Poly Pillow method in this booklet to secure the front.  

4. Set the Pillow in place and measure its location at 173cm (68inches) 

     

5. Then drill and nail, finally securing the end strips. 

     

Note:  Do regular checks during install to ensure that a gap no less than 5cm is at the 

back of the cubicle between the mattress and the kerb.  Also trim off any excess top 

cover with a Stanley knife 



Wilson Agri Ltd only give warranty on mattresses which have been installed in accordance to 

these instructions. 

 Recommendation’s and additional information. 

Pasture Mat will perform best in stalls (cubicles) with the correct dimensions for additional 
info on this check the resources and install guide section of our website or contact your local 
dealer or supplier. 
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